The scalability has remained a challenge in the design of distributed publish/subscribe systems. In this paper we propose a novel solution to address this problem in contentbased pub/sub systems on top of Distributed Hash 
Introduction
The publish/subscribe system has become a prevalent paradigm for delivering data/events from publishers (data/event producers) to subscribers (data/event consumers) across large-scale distributed networks in a decoupled fashion. In such a system, subscribers register their interests to the system using a set of subscriptions. The publishers can be completely unaware of the subscribers and simply submit information to the system using a set of publications. Once receiving a publication, the system matches it to the subscriptions and then delivers it to the interested subscribers. Currently, the designs of pub/sub systems can be typically classified into two classes: topic-based and content-based. Topic-based pub/sub systems need to predefine a set of topics. A subscriber registers a set of topics in which it is interested and then will be notified of all of the events associated with these topics. Relatively, contentbased pub/sub systems allow users to flexibly specify complex interests with a set of predicates over the content of the publication [5] .
Pub/sub systems can be either centralized or distributed. The centralized solution lacks scalability and suffers from single point of failure. Hence, the distributed solutions are more practical and preferred. The distributed hash table (DHT [14, 12, 19, 11] ) paradigm is appropriate for building large-scale distributed applications due to its scalability, fault-tolerance and self-organization. As a result, many pub/sub systems [7, 4, 17, 16, 15, 9, 10] have been built on top of DHTs. Peers in the system cooperate in storing subscriptions and delivering events in a fully distributed manner. The main challenge in the implementation of DHTbased pub/sub systems involves the design of an efficient, light-weighted event delivery algorithm and a uniform distribution of load among the peers.
Previous work in our group has introduced a novel framework Ferry [20] for building content-based pub/sub services on top of a DHT. It exploits the embedded trees in the DHT to aggregate and deliver events from the rendezvous point (RP for short) nodes. Such a design can efficiently eliminate the cost in construction and maintenance of the dissemination trees. However, as an initial stage, Ferry could only adopt a small set of peers to be RP nodes. That is, for a pub/sub schema with n attributes, the maximum number of RP nodes is n. This restriction impacts the scalability of Ferry in large distributed networks, as the limited RP nodes can be easily overloaded.
In this paper we present an enhanced solution, called Eferry, to address this problem. The basic idea is to maintain a suitable quantity of RP nodes in the system, as well as keep an even load distribution among them. Eferry achieves this goal from a few aspects: (1) we propose a novel subscription installation algorithm to choose certain RP nodes which are evenly distributed in the ID space. (2) The ID Space Partitioning and Attributes Grouping schemes are designed to flexibly adjust the amount of RP nodes as well as their load. (3) Eferry adopts a self-adaptive load balancing algorithm Dynamic ID Space Split-Merge to make sure that no node is unduly loaded.
Another contribution of this paper is an optimization of the previous event delivery mechanism by considering RP nodes as a special category of subscribers, which makes event publication more flexible and convenient. A cache and delay mechanism is also proposed to further aggregate event messages and reduce bandwidth usage.
The performance of Eferry has been extensively evaluated using the metrics of load distribution, overlay hops, latency, overhead and bandwidth. The results show that a good scalability can be achieved by effectively distribute/balance load among the adaptive number of RP nodes, while retaining very small overhead and latency.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a survey of related work. Section 3 describes the key features of our design. Section 4 discusses load balancing issues. In section 5, experiments and results are presented and discussed. Finally, section 6 is the conclusion and future work.
Related Work
Compared to the topic-based systems (e.g. ISIS [2] and IBus [8] ), content-based pub/sub systems are preferable, because they give subscribers the flexibility to specify more complex interests with a set of predicates over the entire content of the publication. The events whose content satisfies all the specified predicates are notified to the corresponding subscribers. As a result, subscriptions are more expressive but the system is harder to implement. Many content-based pub/sub systems are based on a spanning tree of all brokers (e.g. SIENA [3] , Gryphon [1] ). However, such a spanning tree is not feasible when the system involves a large number of brokers that join and leave system dynamically. In addition, the overhead on brokers is so high that it may limit the system scalability and impose uneven load among nodes.
Structured P2P systems, such as Chord [14] , Pastry [12] , Tapestry [19] , and CAN [11] , use distributed hash table to construct the overlay network and provide more efficient lookups. Many attempts have been made to design a P2P-based pub/sub system [16, 17, 15, 9, 4, 10, 13, 21, 7] . Scribe [13] and Bayeux [21] are topic-based pub/sub systems built on top of Pastry and Tapestry respectively. They can not directly support content-based pub/sub services. Tam et al. [15] built a content-based pub/sub system from Scribe. However, their system still suffers from some restrictions on the expression of subscriptions. Terpstra et al. [16] presented a content-based pub/sub system on top of Chord. In order to make the system function correctly, it needs to maintain the invariants for filters, which is inefficient in case of frequent node join and departure. Triantafillou et al. [17] also built a content-based pub/sub system on top of Chord. The main drawback of their system is that subscription installation/update will involve a large number of nodes and messages, which is very expensive in distributed environment. Reach [9] and HOMED [4] are content-based pub/sub systems built on top of a P2P overlay, which maintain the high-level semantic relationships. They have a load balancing problem since unevenly distributed subscriptions will cause unevenly distributed nodes in the overlay id space. Meghdoot [7] is based on CAN. Considering the skewed distribution of real applications, it addresses the load balancing issue by zone splitting replication. The main limitation is that the overlay's dimension is proportional to the number of event attributes, which limits the scalability.
Our earlier work Ferry [20] presented an architecture for content-based pub/sub services built on top of Chord. It exploits the embedded trees in DHT structure to deliver events so that cost in construction and maintenance of the dissemination trees can be eliminated. However, Ferry can only use a small set of RP nodes, which may cause a serious scalability concern for large-scale networks. The attribute partitioning [18] scheme can not effectively alleviate this problem, considering the very limited number of RP nodes it can introduce and the high overhead on subscription installation/update.
In this paper, we propose an enhanced solution Eferry to pursue the expected scalability and uniform load distribution. Other work of this paper include an optimization of the event delivery mechanism in previous Eferry, and a cache & delay send algorithm which can further aggregate event messages and reduce bandwidth usage.
System Design
In this section, we present the design of Eferry. First, we give a brief description of the content-based pub/sub model, as well as the representation of events and subscriptions. Next, we describe the subscriptions installation and events delivery mechanisms as mentioned in the introduction.
Pub/Sub Model in Eferry
To be coherent with Ferry, the pub/sub model is still illustrated based on the pub/sub schema proposed by Fabret et al. [5] , which is defined as: = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n }, where each A i represents an attribute. In this scheme, an attribute consists of a name, a type and a domain, and can be described by a tuple [name : type, min, max]. An event is a set of equalities on attributes in schema , e.g. e = {. . . , A i = c i , . . .}, where A i ∈ and c i is a domain value of A i . A subscription is a conjunction of predicates which can specify a constant value or a range for the attribute using common operators ( =, >, ≥, <, ≤, and = etc.). For a string attribute, the predicate can also specify a regular expression with the operator '∼'. A subscription example is
An event e matches a subscription s if and only if each predicate of s is satisfied by the value of corresponding attribute contained in event e.
In this paper, we introduce two new definitions: Attribute Set and Attribute Vector, which are important in Eferry's implementations. The attributes set attr set of an event e (or subscription s) is a set containing the names of all attributes appeared in e or s. An attributes vector attr vec is a lexicographically ordered list of the elements in attr set.
Subscription Installation
In a pub/sub system, the subscription installation deals with the issue of efficiently storing subscriptions. For this purpose, Eferry provides an efficient, attribute-vector based subscription installation algorithm. In this algorithm, each subscription has a unique subID composed of subscriber's nodeID and an internalID
1
. Given a subscription s, an attribute vector attr vec is first extracted from s, then a key k is produced by hashing the attribute vector attr vec. So subscription s with its subID will be stored on the node which is an immediate successor of k. Algorithm 1 briefly describes the procedure of subscription installation.
Algorithm 1 subscribe (Subscription s)
1: internalID ← generate an internal ID for this subscription 2: register internalID and s in the local repository 3: subID ← (nodeID, internalID) 4: attr set ← extract attribute names from s 5: attr vec ← sort elements in attr set into lexicographic order 6: k ← hash(attr vec) 7: R ← lookup(k) 8: R.sub register(subID, s) {remote procedure call on node N } The consistent hash function and the underlying DHT protocol ensure that keys are evenly distributed among different peers. Compared to the schemes that only hash one attribute (RndRP & PredRP [20] ), our attribute-vector based algorithm has two distinct advantages: (1) Since the attribute vector is hashed, adequate RP nodes (maximumly 2 n − 1, given a schema with n attributes) can be formed. The load (storing, matching, delivering) per RP node will be significantly decreased. (2) Since one RP node stores subscriptions with the same attribute set, the subscription management becomes more convenient. Some local optimization and index mechanism can therefore be easily implemented to optimize event matching. However, it should be pointed out when the pub/sub schema has few attributes, the above attribute vector based scheme cannot significantly improve the scalability (since n is small). We have developed a novel load-balance mechanism, called IDSpace Partitioning (discussed in section 4.1), to address this problem.
In algorithm 1, a subscriber invokes hash() and lookup() functions to get the RP node R. Next, it remotely invokes the procedure sub register on node N to register its subscription s with the related subID. It takes O(log N ) overlay hops for lookup() to locate the RP node, where N is number of nodes in the system.
In Eferry, a RP node organizes all subscriptions stored on it into m buckets based on the subscribers' nodeIDs, where m is the number of bits of ID space. Subscriptions with
, where k is the hash value of the attribute vector and 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Each bucket maintains a summary filter [18] , and only the events accepted by filter can continue their matching process. Moreover, indexes are created and maintained in a bucket to facilitate event matching. The details of indexing will not be discussed in this paper. Algorithm 2 outlines the subscription registration process on a RP node. Note that more than one attribute vectors might be stored on a RP node. In this case, vectors are managed individually, with the RP node regarded as a few virtual nodes. Although consistent hash function can guarantee a uniform distribution of attribute vectors among peers, the load on different RP nodes may still not be well balanced due to the skewness of real world data. The RP nodes of hot attribute vectors tend to be unduly loaded. A dynamic load balancing mechanism, called Dynamic ID Space SplitMerge, is presented in section 4.3 to deal with this issue.
In Eferry, a subscriber can unregister or renew its subscriptions by sending a simple message only with subIDs to the corresponding RP nodes. The message does not need to include any content of the subscriptions, which can reduce the bandwidth usage.
Event Publication and Delivery
When an event is generated, the pub/sub system gets all matching subscriptions and delivers the event to corresponding subscribers. Our earlier work [20] presented an efficient event delivery algorithm that aggregates and delivers event messages along DHT links. In this paper, we give an improved event publication and delivery mechanism. First, by treating RP nodes as special subscribers, the event publication is combined into the event delivery process. Second, cache&delay send mechanism is introduced to further aggregate event messages in a short time period. Algorithm 3 publish (Event e) 1: internalID ← generate an internal publish ID 2: pubID ← (this node sID, internalID) 3: subIDlist ← { } 4: attr set ← extract attribute set of s 5: for each non-empty attribute set a s ⊆ attr set do 6:
a v ← sort a s into lexicographic ordered vector 7:
subIDlist.pushback(sid) 10: end for 11: Message M ← (pubID, e, subIDlist) 12: route message(M ) Each publication has a pubID, composed of publisher's nodeID and an internalID 2 . The event publication procedure is as follows: Given an event e, attribute set attr set is firstly extracted from e. For each non-empty subset of attr set (including attr set), an attribute vector is produced and a key k is generated by hashing the attribute vector. A special subID is generated by using k as subscriber's nodeID and 0 as internalID. Then, an initial subIDlist pointing to the related RP nodes is created on the publishing node. Finally, an event message, composed of pubID, e, and subIDlist, is send to route message module for processing and routing. Algorithm 3 outlines this procedure. It should be noticed that if the pub/sub schema has too many attributes, so might the event, a long initial subIDlist will be generated, which can cause event publication inefficient. Attributes Grouping mechanism will be discussed in section 4.2 to address this problem.
Above event publication process does nothing but generate the subIDlist, in order to initialize the event message processing and delivery. The route message process can be divided into two phases. The first phase is event processing and matching. The event and its subIDlist are firstly extracted from the message. If there are subIDs targeting the current node, the event is either sent to the local application/user (the current node is a subscriber of the event), or matched with the subscriptions stored on this node (the current node is a RP node related to this event). The event matching returns a list of matched subIDs, which is then merged with the remainder of the old subIDlist (all subIDs targeting the current node have been removed) to generate a new subIDlist for event delivery.
The second phase deals with event delivery, which is inherited from Ferry. By exploring DHT links, subIDlist is divided into some subIDlists based on their targeting node ID. All subIDs with targeting nodes sharing a common DHT link are put into the same list, according to Chord's routing protocol. The message carrying the subID list is then delivered through the corresponding DHT link. This mechanism 2 pubIDs are used to identify events in the system, so internalID in pubID can be reused after a sufficient time period
Algorithm 4 route message (Message M )
Require: nid is this node's ID Require: event match(e) matches event e with subscriptions stored on current node, returns matched subIDlist 1: pid ← extract pubID from Eferry enhances the delivery scheme by introducing a novel cache&delay send mechanism (algorithm 4, lines 17-21), which can cache incoming messages for a short time, to further aggregate the messages carrying the same event but different subIDlist. The total number of messages is therefore reduced with the overhead of a slight increase in average event delivery latency. Algorithm 4&5 outline the procedure of event message processing and routing. Two distinct features of Eferry's event publication and delivery algorithms are: (1) By treating RP nodes as special subscribers, the event publication process is integrated with the event delivery process, which is applicable to the cases with a large number of RP nodes. (2) cache&delay send mechanism can reduce the bandwidth usage by further aggregating messages.
Load Balancing
An important issue in the distributed system is load balancing. As discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3, Eferry needs to solve the following load balancing problems:
• If the pub/sub schema has few attributes, there is only a small amount of overloaded RP nodes in the system, which impacts the system scalability.
• If pub/sub schema has too many attributes, there will be a large amount of underloaded RP nodes in the system, which will cause event publication inefficient.
• Due to the skewness of real world data, load distribution on different RP nodes is not well balanced. The RP nodes with hot attribute vectors may be unduly loaded.
In this section, three load balancing schemes, called ID Space Partitioning, Attributes Grouping, and Dynamic ID Space Split-Merge, are proposed to address these problems respectively.
ID Space Partitioning
Let m be the number of bits in the key/node identifiers, the ID space can be partitioned into 2 n parts by regarding the highest n bits of the identifier as the partition number. When a node registers a subscription s in the system, a key k is first generated by hashing the attribute vector extracted from s. Then a new key k is calculated as (arithmetic is modulo 2 m ):
highest n bits of sub's nodeID
The subscription is installed to the node which is the successor of k along the Chord ring. When an event is published, for each hashed key k, 2 n keys are generated by substituting the highest n bits with a partition number
With this mechanism, the number of RP nodes is expected to be augmented by a factor 2 n . However, the value of n should be carefully budgeted, since excessive RP nodes will cause event publication inefficient.
Attributes Grouping
Too many attributes in the pub/sub schema will introduce excessive, underloaded RP nodes. By grouping the relatively unpopular attributes, a large number of underloaded RP nodes can be merged into a few nodes. For example, given a pub/sub schema S = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A 20 }, it has 20 attributes. By default, excessive RP nodes, up to (2 20 − 1), might be introduced to the system. If the unpopular attributes can be grouped together, say S = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A 6 , G 1(A 7 ,...,A 14 ) , G 2(A 15 ,. ..,A 20 ) }, attributes in the same group is replaced by a compound attribute in the attribute vector. As the result, the redundant underloaded RP nodes are efficiently merged, and there are only up to (2 8 − 1) RP nodes in the system.
Dynamic ID Space Split-Merge
ID Space Partitioning and Attribute Grouping schemes ensure that the pub/sub system has an appropriate number of RP nodes. However, the data from real world tend to be skewed, so RP nodes holding popular/hot attribute vectors may be overly loaded. In this subsection, a dynamic load balancing approach is proposed to address this problem.
Figure 1. ID Space Split Merge
As illustrated in figure 1 , given an attribute vector att vec, all related subscriptions will be stored on node N , the successor node of key k = hash(attr vec) on the Chord ring. When att vec is becoming hot, more and more subscriptions will be stored on N , which will cause N overloaded. A load balancing mechanism is needed to offload part of the subscriptions on node N to other nodes.
Recall that subscriptions on RP nodes are stored into m buckets according to the subscriber's node ID, where m is the number of bits of ID space. Subscriptions with subscriber's nodeID in [k + 2 i−1 , k + 2 i ) are stored in bucket [i] . By moving subscriptions in bucket[m] to node A, which is the successor node of key k + 2 m−1 , the ID Space is divided into two half: the subscriptions with subscriber's node ID in [k, k + 2 m−1 ) are stored on node N , while subscriptions with subscriber's node ID in [k + 2 m−1 , k) are transferred to node A. Therefore the load on node N is significantly reduced. Here node A is an auxiliary node to node N . Any new subscriptions whose node ID in [k + 2 m−1 , k) will also be forwarded to node A. When an event matches the summary filter of bucket [m] , N will put a special subID (k + 2 m−1 , 0) to the matched subIDlist, so A can receive this event in next hop and match it with the subscriptions stored on it. This splitting procedure can be further invoked, as illustrated in figure 1 , if N and A are still overloaded. The splitting can also facilitate event delivery, because the original long matched subIDlist (for subscribers in [k + 2 m−1 , k)]) is replaced by a single subID = (k + 2 m−1 , 0) in the event message sent from N . Note that the subscription installation is slightly impacted by the additional hops introduced.
ID space merging is the reverse procedure of splitting. The ID space is merged when load on these nodes reach a low threshold. For example, in figure 1 , once load on the leaf auxiliary nodes B, C, and D is lower than a threshold, they will periodically send a merging request to the corresponding upper layer node N or A. The upper layer nodes will give a positive response if their load is also low. How to determine the thresholds for splitting and merging is out of the scope of this paper.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Eferry through simulations. We start our discussion by describing the experimental setup and metrics used for evaluation. Then, the experimental results are presented.
Experimental Setup
We built Eferry on top of P2PSim 3 , a discrete-event packet level simulator. Currently, P2PSim can simulate many DHT protocols with various parameters. We use the Chord-PNS (proximity neighbor selection) protocol and its default parameter configurations. The network model in our simulation is derived from the King dataset 4 , which includes the pairwise latencies of 1024 DNS servers in the Internet measured by King method [6] . The average RTT of the simulated network is 198ms.
The schema used in our simulation was derived from a stock quotes model proposed in Meghdoot [7] . The definition of the schema is as follows: Each attribute in schema is assigned a popular degree, which indicates the probability with which the attribute will show up in a subscription. The values of popular degrees used in our simulations are described as follows:
We use 100 stocks in the simulation. Subscriptions are generated based on the attributes' popular degrees and some predefined templates as proposed in [7] . Events are randomly generated and the interarrival times of events are exponentially distributed with average value of 120s. A set of cost metrics are used to evaluate the performance of Eferry: (1)latency: the average time of delivering an event to all corresponding subscribers; (2)overlay hops: the average overlay hops of delivering an event to its subscribers; (3)overhead: the ratio of the number of intermediate nodes to the number of subscribers per event delivery;
Experimental Results
We evaluated the performance of Eferry through detailed simulations. Due to space limitation, we only show part of the results in this section.
We first present results for a 1024-node network with inter-node latencies derived from 1024 DNS servers. 10, 000 subscriptions and 115, 000 events are used in the simulation. The average number of subscribers per event is 100. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of events with respect to latency, overlay hops, overhead, and bandwidth cost respectively. About 87% of events can be delivered to all corresponding subscribers within 100 ∼ 200ms, and the average delivery latency per event is 148.56ms. 88% of events can be delivered via 3 ∼ 4 overlay hops, with an average of 3.6 hops. The average bandwidth cost and overhead are 50.45 bytes/node and 1.23 per event respectively. The results show that Eferry can efficiently deliver events to corresponding subscribers with small bandwidth cost and latency, which implies that although more RP nodes are introduced by our attribute-vector based scheme, the performance of the event delivery has not been negatively impacted. Figure 3 shows the performance of Eferry with various number of subscribers (per event). As the number of subscribers increases from 10% to 80% of the total number of nodes in the system, the overlay hops keep approximately constant around 3.59 and the average latency has a slight increase from 148.56ms to 150.12ms. The bandwidth cost has a reasonable increase from 50.45 to 63.11 (bytes/node) and the overhead drops from 1.23 to 0.04. The results show that Eferry is scalable to a large number of subscribers in the system.
The performance of cache&delay send mechanism is also evaluated. As shown in figure 4 , with 10ms delay, the average bandwidth cost can be decreased from 50.45 to 48.66 when the number of subscribers per event is small (10% as subscribers); the bandwidth cost decreases from 62.44 to 59.34 when the number of subscribers per event is large (70% as subscribers), while the latency has a slight increase of about 8ms. Here the bandwidth cost is per node and per event, so a reduction on bandwidth cost shown here will greatly reduce the bandwidth consumption of the whole system. The results show that given a small delay time, the cache&delay send mechanism can significantly reduce the bandwidth cost at the penalty of a slight increase of event delivery latency. The load balancing schemes are studied in a large size network of 10, 000 nodes (derived from the 1024-DNS server measurements) with 100, 000 subscriptions. The load on a RP node is measured by the ratio of subscriptions stored on it to the total number of subscriptions in the system. Figure 5 shows the load distribution on RP nodes under different load balancing schemes. The nodes are sorted by the decreasing order of load, and only first 40 nodes are plotted. Clearly, attribute vector based pub/sub scheme can introduce more RP nodes compared with single attribute based scheme in ferry, so the average load per RP node is expected to be low. However, due to the skewness of data, load on these RP nodes is highly imbalanced. As depicted in Figure 5 (the solid line), the maximum load is about 15.34% and there are also many underloaded nodes in the system. Attributes Grouping (unpopular attributes of volume, close, and date are grouped) can merge excessive underloaded nodes to several nodes, which will make event publication more efficient. As shown in figure 5 , by attributes grouping, a large amount of underloaded (less than 1%) nodes are removed from the RP node set, whose load are transferred to the moderate-loaded nodes (ranked 3 to 16). Besides, ID Space Partition can further decrease the load on each node by introducing more RP nodes. With a partition factor of 2, the maximum load is decreased to 7.8%. Moreover, the load of RP nodes can be adaptively adjusted through Dynamic ID Space Split & Merge. As shown in Figure 5 , the dynamic scheme combined with grouping achieves a well-balanced load distribution, with a threshold of 4000 subscriptions.
By evaluating the performance of these load-balancing mechanisms with different partition factors and threshold values, our results show that appropriate combinations of these mechanisms can help maintain an adaptive quantity of RP nodes which are evenly loaded. Finally, we evaluate the performance of Eferry in the large network of 10, 000 nodes, with various percentages of nodes randomly chosen as subscribers. All three load balancing mechanisms are deployed. As shown in figure 6 , when number of interested subscribers per event increases from 10% to 80% of the total number of nodes in the system, the overlay hops almost keep constant about 4.79. The average latency has a slight increase from 161.77ms to 163.34ms. The bandwidth cost has a moderate increase from 59.54 to 71.64 (bytes/node), while the overhead drops significantly from 1.25 to 0.06. Results in figure 5 and 6 show that Eferry is scalable to a large network size.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose a novel approach to address the scalability problem in content-based pub/sub systems on top of DHT. The basic idea is to keep adequate rendezvous point nodes in the system, as well as maintain even load distribution among them. To achieve this goal, we have designed an attribute-vector based scheme and related load balancing mechanisms (ID Space Partitioning, Attributes Grouping and Dynamic ID Space Split-Merge). Moreover, an optimized event delivery mechanism and a cache and delay algorithm are proposed to facilitate event publication and further aggregate event messages.
The experimental results show that Eferry can efficiently distribute/balance load among a suitable amount of RP nodes with very small overhead and latency. Moreover, Eferry can scale to a large number of subscribers and a large network size. Currently, Eferry can deal with node join/ departure/ failure. However, the performance of Eferry under high node churn rate has not been explored. This will be one of our future tasks. Also, we need to evaluate Eferry using real-world datasets, based on which more optimizations may be proposed.
